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Comments

Excellent Communication - is 
consistently responsive to email and 
texts - reads carefully and responds 
appropriately.  Offers constructive 
feedback to peers.

Group Members:

Graded Element Score

Communication 
Skills

Good Communication - is responsive 
to email and texts - reads carefully 
and responds.  Offers mostly 
constructive feedback to peers.

ExcellentGood DevelopingUnsatisfactory 

Name:

Reliability

Not reliable: Did not complete 
assigned duties or tasks or had to be 
reminded or prompted numerous 
times.

Developing reliabiltiy: Needed some 
intervention from other group 
members or instructor to remain 
accountalbe to group.

Developing Communication Skills - 
isn't always responsive, doesn't read 
and respond carefully or offers harsh 
or inappropriate feedback.

Unsatisfactory Communication - isn't 
consistent or doesn't respond.

Developing Teamwork: Doesn't 
always prioritize group goods - 
sometimes overvalues personal 
outcomes or experiences.

Poor Teamwork: Is not able to 
effectively work with other group 
members or always prioritizes 
indivdiual outcomes.

Teamwork

Poor problem solving skills - does 
not work collaboratively or calmly 
address challenges.

Developing problem solving skills - 
struggles to work collaboratively or 
calmly address challenges.

Good problem solving skills - 
addresses challenges and 
collaboratively finds solutions.

Excellent problem solving skills - 
calmly and thoroughly addresses 
challenges and collaboratively finds 
solutions.
Excellent Teamwork: Prioritizes group 
outcomes over individual.

Good Teamwork: Works well with the 
group and prioritizes group 
outcomes.

Graded Element Unsatisfactory Developing Good Excellent Score

Civility

Unsatisfactory Civility: Does not 
respect or value peers or isn't 
sensitive to the value of difference in 
the group.

Developing Civility - Shows some or 
inconsistent respect or listening to 
peers and collaborators.

Good Civility: Shows respect to peers 
and collaborators.  Listens attentively 
to peers.

Excellent Civility: Shows respects to 
peers and values difference and the 
individual skills and qualities of the 
members of the group.  Listens to and 
values peers.

Professionalism

Unsatisfactory Professionalism: Does 
not show professionalism.  Has 
uncompleted work, is late, absent or 
rude.

Developing professionalism - may or 
may not have completed all of the 
assiciated work, doesn't demonstrate 
complete knowledge appropriate to 
skill level, is late, rude or inattentive 
to work at hand.

Good Professionalism: Demonstrates 
understanding of materials 
appropriate to assignment, is ontime 
and polite.

Excellent Professionalism: 
Demonstrates knowledge appropriate 
to skill level and assignment, is 
prompt, polite and attends to work 
with purpose.

Reliable: Consistently completed 
assigned duties with some reminder 
or outside help.

Excellent Reliability: Fulfilled all 
assigned duties to the gorup and 
project without reminder or 
prompting.


